Vehicles with a rental agreement that exceeds or is intended for use in connection with war or hostilities of any kind (including, but not limited to, acts of terrorism or civil war, insurrection, rebellion, or revolution), or to avoid or diminish any theft, loss or damage to the property insured.

Any rental vehicle that has a MSRP that exceeds $50,000 USD. This includes vehicles utilising adaptive cruise control, blind spot monitoring, lane departure warning, collision avoidance systems (GPS).

Inherent damage, wear and tear, and ordinary use.

Any damage that is of an intentional or non-accidental nature, or is due to vandalism, malicious damage, or damage to a vehicle which has been stolen.

Damage sustained on any road not regularly maintained by a public agency, as a result of negligence. Loss of keys is considered an inherent risk and is not covered by the insurance.

Any loss associated with racing or reckless driving.

Create a ShopRunner account on the Shop at the participating merchants from the merchant site, or through the ShopRunner mobile app.

ShopRunner members are entitled to free two-day shipping on all purchase orders from participating merchants. Please contact us or our designated representative for any further assistance.

ShopRunner members also enjoy free return shipping on their purchases, unless otherwise defined by the merchant.

If you already receive all the automatic rebates in the Program Website, we may need to validate your Card in order to ensure that you can receive applicable rebates and as part of your validation you may receive an authorization hold of $1 to confirm Card eligibility. This authorization hold will typically be removed within 2-7 days, however, in some cases you may continue to see this validation on your statement. Please contact us or your issuing bank if you have any questions.

Termination:

We may terminate this Agreement or suspend, limit or restrict access to or use of the Program at any time, in whole or in part, without notice or liability. You may also terminate this Agreement at any time by closing the account associated with the Card.

You may not assign your rights under these Terms and Conditions to another person without our prior written consent. You agree that we are not responsible for any inconsistencies, errors or omissions in any Offers delivered to or through the Program Website as well as for other purposes as determined by us.

To file a claim or request MasterAssist Services, call 1-800-Mastercard (1-800-627-8372), or en Español: 1-800-633-4466.